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Abstract The paper presents a generalized net model, describing the process of automatic
signature veri¯cation. It includes the four major stages starting with the acquisition of
both on-line and o®-line signature, pre-processing, feature extraction and decision making.

1 Introduction

After the ¯rst publications of the theory of Generalized Nets (GNs, see [1, 2, 3, 6]) it
has been applied to the description of multiple di®erent processes. Its strong potential
was demonstrated even when highly intellectual processes were investigated, like face
recognition, voice identi¯cation, laryngeal diseases classi¯ciation and others [4, 5].
In this study, we try to apply the GN theory to signature veri¯cation.

2 Generalized net model

Here we shall construct a GN describing the process of on-line/o®-line signature veri¯ca-
tion (see Figure 1).
The GN contains four transitions, nine places and three (®; ¯ and °) types of tokens.
Initially, token ¯ is located in place l4 with an initial characteristic

\Signature enhancement";

token ° is located in place l7 with an initial characteristic

\DB of signatures, and their parameters";

while the tokens, noted by ®, sequentially enter place l1 with initial characteristic

\Signature is required":

For brevity, the notation ® will be used where possible for all other tokens including
the current one.
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Transition Z1 is described as

Z1 =< fl1g; fl2; l3g;
l2 l3

l1 W1;2 W1;3
>;

where
W1;2 = \o®-line signature image is necessary",
W1;3 = \on-line signature signal is necessary".
Token ® enters place l2 with a characteristic

\Signature digital image"

and it enters place l3 with a characteristic

\Signature tablet signal":

When the second predicate has truth-value \true", token ® will split to two tokens.
Let us mark them by ®0 and ®00.
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Figure 1: GN model of signature veri¯cation

Z2 =< fl2; l3; l4g; fl4; l5g;
l4 l5

l2 W2;4 W2;5

l3 W3;4 W3;5

l4 true false

>;

where
W2;4 =\Signature digital image requires pre-processing",
W2;5 = :W2;4,
W3;4 =\Signature tablet image requires pre-processing",
W3;5 = :W3;4.
The ®-tokens obtain the characteristic

\Signature extraction parameters is required"

in place l5.
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Z3 =< fl5; l7g; fl6; l7g;
l6 l7

l5 false true
l7 W7;6 true

>;

where
W3;5 =\parameters extraction is sucessful".
The ®-tokens obtain the characteristic

\Decision making is required"

in place l6.

Z4 =< fl6g; fl8; l9g;
l8 l9

l6 W6;8 W6;9
>;

where
W6;8 = \veri¯cation is successful",
W6;9 = :W6;8:
The ®-tokens obtain the characteristic

\End of veri¯cation"

in place l8 and
\New measurements are required"

in place l9.

3 Conclusion

The GN model of simultaneous signature veri¯cation is suggested. It complements the
early GN-models for writer identi¯cation/veri¯cation (see [4, 5]). It could be used for the
investigation of the process of feature e®ectiveness and to enhance the quality of decision
making.
Parallelism concerns the processing of the two signature models: digital image and

tablet signal. The stages of pre-processing and decision making are described in previously
published papers and the two books of ours ([6, 4].
The described model will be included as a sub-net in a larger scheme for biometric

based human authentication.
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